1 n log n log log M(r) (1) limsupr-1 r-r-= p = limsup (0 g p g oo). n->oo log {1/1 a n \ \ r->«» logr A similar result for the lower 2 order X, namely n log n log log M(r) lim inf <--j r-r-= X = lim mi ; »-+« log {1/ I a n j } r-»oo log r does not always hold. In fact for exp (s 2 ) + exp (z) = 2 + s + s 2 f-+ -J + • • • , w log n lim inf j j r-r-= 1 n-+oo log { 1/ I a n \ } whereas X = p = 2. We prove here the following theorem. THEOREM 1. If f{z) =X^a"s n is an integral function of order p and lower order X (0 ^X S °° ) then n log n log n (2) X ^ lim inf ---ry-^ lim inf log {1/ | a» | } »-« log | a n /a n+ i | COROLLARY l.
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,. . , lo S I "n/a n+ i\ log {1/1 a» I } 11 lim mf ^ lim mf = -:gn-*» log n n-»oo ^ log U p X log {1/ | a n | } log | a n /a n+1 \ S hm sup ; ^ lim sup • n-+«> W log n »-*oo log # COROLLARY 2. If lim n -oo n log w/log{l/|a«| } =L where 0<JL< <» then f{z) =X^ a n z n is an integral function of regular growth^ and of order L.
;n is an integral function of order p and lower order X (0 ^X ^ <*> ) such that (ii) | a n /a n +i\ is a nondecr easing function of nfor n > m, then n log n log n (4) X = lim inf -, : r-r-= lim inf (5) p = lim sup log {1/ | a n | } »-». log | a n /a n+ i \ log n log | a n /a n +i |
We note that the hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 2 does not imply that f(z) is of regular growth. In fact we have the following theorem. THEOREM 3. There exists an integral function f\z) = :^2 oa n z n for which (i) a n > 0, (ii) a n /a n +i is a steadily increasing function of n, and (iii) P>X.
An interesting application of these results can be made to the series F(z) =^^a n € w s w where {€ w } are a set of numbers such that | e n \ = 1 or 0 and such thatX^* 6 * 2 * consists of an infinite number of terms. F(z) is an integral function. Let its order be p(F) and lower order be MF). Since M(r,f) è|a"|fè|a"e»|r» for every n and r, and so if /*(r) denotes the maximum term, M(r, ƒ) ^ja(r, F). Hence
If |a n /ön-fi| =^(») (say) is a nondecreasing function of w then
n-oo log } 1/ | a n I J n-oo log { 1/ I a n € n | } and so we have the following theorem.
THEOREM 4. Iff(z) =^2£a n z n is an integral f unction of order p and of lower order \ and is such that \ a n /a n +i | is a nondecr easing function of n for n>no, then F{z) =2^a n e n z n is of order p(F) ^X.
For instance every function F=^>2£e n z n /n\ is of order 1. An example, to illustrate the point that by an appropriate choice of € n the order p(F) of F{z) sss^2 a n e n z n can be made equal to any number x where X(/) ^x èp(f), is given in the proof of Theorem 3.
The function exp z~^£z n /nl for which \(/(n) is an increasing function of n is bounded on the real negative axis and the series z* z* F( z ) -s + 3! 5! is bounded on the real axis. If ^{n) is increasing sufficiently rapidly then we prove that f {z) and F(z) are not bounded on any line arg z~a (0^a^27r). In fact we have the following theorem. LEMMA. a n is any sequence of real or complex numbers such that* (i) | a n | < 1 for n > n 0 . Let n , s log {1/ | a n | } log | a n /a n+1 n log n log n a = lim inf <£(w) ; y = lim inf {l/<t>(n)} ; 
(ii) If* further \p(n) is a nondecreasing function of nfor n<zN and \[/(N)^lthen
The proof of (9) is straightforward and omitted. M(r) ^ | «n | r n ^ | a n | r n > w~n^c-«> exp (n log r w ) = exp (n log 2). Hence log M(r)^log 2{(r/2) cr -« -l} for all large r and so X^C, which holds when C = 0. If C-oo, the above argument shows that X = oo.
Corollary 1 follows from (1), (2) and (9), and Corollary 2 from (1) and (2). The example given at the beginning of the paper shows that f(z) may be of regular growth and \im P^{ nlog n/log {l/|a n | } } may not exist.
PROOF OF THEOREM 2. Let ju(r) denote the maximum term, v(r) its rank. By hypothesis (ii), \//(n)>\l /(n--l) for an infinity of n; for if otherwise y[/(n) =^(w+l) = • • • ad inf for n>p, say, and hence the radius of convergence of the series^a n z n would be finite. yp(n) tends to infinity with n.
When \l/(n)>\l/(n -l) the term a n z n becomes a maximum term 
